Tyrel is a great griller. He uses charcoal in the grill. Tyrel lets the fire burn for a while. Then, he adds spices to the meat. Soon, the charcoal is ready. Tyrel puts the meat on the grill. He lets the meat cook for a few minutes. Then, Tyrel flips each burger. While the burgers cook, he toasts buns on the grill. Toasted buns taste better. Tyrel adds pickles, lettuce, and tomato slices to buns. Finally, Tyrel lays slices of cheese on the meat. He takes the meat off of the grill when the cheese melts. He places the meat on the buns and closes the burgers. Everyone eats the hamburgers. Tyrel’s hamburgers are the best.

1. Which sentence states a fact from the passage?
   A. Tyrel's hamburgers are the best.
   B. Tyrel is a great griller.
   C. Tyrel uses charcoal in the grill.

2. Which sentence states an opinion in the passage?
   A. Tyrel toasts the buns on the grill.
   B. Toasted buns taste better.
   C. He takes the meat off of the grill when the cheese melts.